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In this paper, we focus on the tails of the unconditional distribution of latin
American emerging markets stock returns. We explore their implications for
portfolio diversification according to the safety first principle,  first proposed by
Roy (1952). We find that the Latin American emerging markets have significantly
fatter tails than industrial markets, especially, the lower tail of the distribution. We
consider the implication of the safety first principle for a U.S. investor who creates
a diversified portfolio using Latin America stock markets. We find that a U.S.
investor gains by adding Latin  American equity markets to her purely domestic
portfolio. For different parameter specifications, we find a more realistic asset
allocation than the one suggested by the literature based on the traditional mean-
variance framework.
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The well documented high average stock returns and their low correlations with industrial markets
seem to make emerging equity markets an attractive choice for diversifying portfolios. De Santis
(1993) finds that adding assets from emerging markets to a benchmark portfolio consisting of U.S.
assets creates portfolios with a considerable improved reward-to-risk perfomance. Harvey (1995ª)
finds that adding equity investments in emerging markets to a portfolio of industrial equity markets
significantly shifts the mean-variance efficient frontier to the left. Within the context of a traditional
mean-variance context, Harvey (1994) provides a detailed analysis of conditional and unconditional
asset allocation that includes emerging markets. He finds that the optimal unconstrained weights for
emerging markets increase over time from 40% in 1980 to almost 90% in 1992. Using the Latin
American markets used in these papers, the optimal unconstrained weights for the Latin American
markets is close to 50%. The above results seem to contrast with the also well documented “home
bias”.See French and Poterba (1991) and Tesar and Werner (1994,1995). In particular, Tesar and
Werner (1995) study U.S.  equity flows to emerging stock markets and find that the U.S. portfolio
remains strongly biased toward domestic equities. For example, Chuhan (1992) finds that investment
in emerging markets was roughly 2 to 3.5 percent of the international portfolio held by U.S. pension
funds from 1988 to 1991.
In this paper, we explore the implications of the safety first criterion in an international asset
allocation context. Roy (1952) introduced the safety first criterion, which was further developed by
Arzac and Bawa (1977). Under the safety first criterion, an investor minimizes the chance of a very
large negative return, a return that, if realized, would reduce the investor’s portfolio value below some
threshold level.A safety first investor might be worried about a one-time large event that might drive
her or her firm out of business.The safety first rule might be more appropiate for investors investing in
emerging  markets  than in  well  established  markets  because  emerging  market equity  distributions
3are greatly influenced by extreme returns.
1  As shown in this paper, one of the differences between
emerging and industrial markets is the behavior of extreme returns. These observed extreme returns
produce a fatter tailed empirical distribution for emerging markets stock returns than for the industrial
markets.
Fat tails for stock returns in industrial markets have been extensively studied. Mandelbrot (1963)
and Fama (1965) point out that the distribution of stock returns has fat tails relative to the normal
distribution. Mandelbrot (1963) proposes a non-normal stable distribution for stock returns, in which
case the variance of the distribution does not exist. Blattberg and Gonedes (1974) and, later, Bollerslev
(1987), in an ARCH context, propose the Student-t distribution for stock returns, which has the appeal
of a finite variance with fat tails. Jansen and de Vries (1991) and Loretan and Phillips (1994) use
extreme value theory to analyze stock return in the U.S. Their results indicate the existence of second
moments and possibly third and fourth moments, but not much more than the fourth moment. Jansen,
Koedijk and de Vries (1996), JKV thereafter, use extreme value theory to operationalize the safety
first rule in portfolio selection. They show that using extreme value theory allows calculations of the
probability of extreme events, even for an event for which there is no in-sample observation. This
approach is very  useful  for decisions makers that worry about the possible occurence of an extreme
event.
In this paper, we focus on Latin American emerging markets. These markets are of particular
interest to U.S. investors. Among emerging markets, they have been the largest recipients of U.S. net
purchases of foreign equity from 1978 till 1991, see Tear and Werner (1995). De Santis (1993) finds
that the Latin American markets are associated with the largest gain in portfolio perfomance to a U.S.
1 Harvey (1995 a, 1995 b) and Claessens et al. (1995) document that emerging markets returns
significantly depart from nomality. This departure from normality is greatly influenced by the
behavior of extreme returns.
4investor who wants to diversify a purely domestic portfolio. In addition, these markets have undergone
substantial changes in financial regulations and macroeconomic policies. We find that emerging
markets have fatter tails than industrial markets.The tail estimates suggest that the distribution of Latin
American emerging markets might not have second moments. We also find that a U.S. investor gains
by adding Latin American equity markets to her purely domestic portfolio. For different parameter
specifications, however, we find a Latin American portfolio weight of 15%, which is a more realistic
asset allocation  than the one suggested in the literature based on the traditional mean-variance
framework.
This paper  is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the safety first principle and the
JKV approach to operationalize it. Section III describes the data and performs a preliminary analysis
of the series. Section IV summarizes the results. Section V concludes the paper.
II. SAFETY FIRST AND EXTREME VALUE THEORY
II.A Safety First 
2
Suppose an investor’s initial wealth and initial value of asset j are Wo  and V o,j , respectively. This
investor can invest in the risky assets with weights wj ’s or borrow and lend an amount b at the free-
risk rate r (b>0 represents borrowing). A safety first investor specifies a disaster level of wealth, s, and
the maximal acceptable probability of this disaster,  d. Let W i,j be the random final value of asset  j
and let m  be the expected return to the portfolio, i.e., m =E(R). Arzac and Bawa (1977) study the
implications of the following lexicographic form of the safety first principle:
(1) max w j,b (p,m)   s.t. S S w j V o,j – b = Wo
  j
  2This section is based on Arzac and Bawa (1977).
5where
p = 1, if P = Prob (Sj wj W 1,j – br < s) < d ,
p = 1-p,       otherwise.
The safety first condition can be written as
(2) Prob(R < qd (r)) < d,
where R is the return of the investor’s portfolio and qd = (r + (s-Wo r )/(W0 + b). The return of the
portfolio can only be below the quantile qd with probability d. The safety first principle is violated
whenever
(3) qd (R)< r + s-W0 r
         W0 + b
Note that a safety first investor will exhibit risk aversionif the critical wealth level  s is smaller than
his/her secure final wealth W0r. Arzac and Bawa (1977) show that a risk averse safety first investor
can solve the optimization problem in two stages. First, the investor maximizes the ratio ofthe risk
premium to return opportunity loss that she can incur with probability d,
(4)  max wj  E (R) -r
                  r – qd (R)
and determine the optimal weights, the wj ‘s. In the second stage, the investor determines the amount to
be borrowed from the budget constraint and the scale of the risky part of his/her portfolio from
(5) W + b = s – W0 r
qd(R) –r
In order to derive testable implications for the safety first theory, it is necessary to specify the d -
fractile of the portfolio in terms of estimable characteristics of the risky assets. Roy (1952) and Arzac
and  Bawa  (1977)  proposed  using  the  Tchebychev  inequality  to approximate  the tail of  the  risky
6portfolio distribution from above. That is,
(6)   P[(R-E(R))
2.>(E(R)-q)
2] <       s2
[E(R)-q]
2,
for E(R)>q. As shown by JKV, the Tchebychev bound may be a poor aproximation to the exact bound.
They improve the bound by using extreme value theory.
II.B Extreme value theory
3
Consider a stationary sequence of X1, X2,...Xn of i.i.d random variables with distribution function
F(.). We want to find the probability that Mn , the maximun of the first n random variables, is below a
certain value x (Mn could be multiplied by –1 if one is interested in the minimun). We denote this
probability by  P(Mn<x) = F
n(x). The distribution function F
n(x), when suitable normalized and for
large n, converges to a limiting distribution G(x), where G(x) is one of three asymptotic distributions,
see Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen (1983). Since returns on financial assets are fat tailed, Koedijk
et al. (1990) and JKV consider the limiting distribution of G(x) which is characterized by a lack of
some higher moments:
(7) G(x) =0, if x<0.
= exp(-x) 
–1/g = exp(-x)
-a,     if x >0,
where g=1/a>0 and a is the tail index. Leadbetter, Lindgren and Rootzen (1983) show that when the
dependence among the Xi’s is not too strong, this limiting distribution is valid. The Student-t with
finite degrees of freedom, the stable distribution, and the RCH process are included in the above G(x)
distribution. For the Student-t distribution, a is the degrees of freedom. The symmetric stable
distribution requires a to be lower than two. The tail index a can be estimated and indeicates the
3 This section is based on JKV, Section III.
7number of moments that exist.
To estimate a we use Hill’s (1975) moment estimator. We first obtain the order statistics X(n),
X(n-1),..., X(1) from our sample, where X(n) > X(n-1) >...> X(1), etc. Then the Hill estimator is given by:
I=m
(8)     g = 1 S S 1n (Xn+1-i) 1n(X n-m),
 m i=1
where m is the number of the upper order statistics included. The Hill estimator can be applied to either
tail of a distribution by calculating order statistics from the opposite tail and multiplying the data by –1.
We can also combine the tail observations (by taking absolute values) to estimate a common a . Goldie
and Smith (1987) show that (1/_ - 1/a )m 
½ is asymptotically normal N(0,g
2)if m increases suitable as n
tends to infinity. The asymptotic normality of 1/_ makes testing hypotheses about the tails of the
distribution very easy.
One critical aspect of the Hill estimator is the coice of m. We use a bootstrap procedure proposed by
Hall (1990), which is also used by JKV. After calculating a we estimate the quantiles qp using the
following formula:
(9)     qp + X(n-m) (m/pn)
g.
This formula estimates the quantiles qp that will only be exceeded with probability p.
Tail estimates using extreme value theory have been estimated for exchange rates by Hols and de
Vries (1991) and Koedijk et al. (1990), and for stock returns by Jansen and de Vries (1991), Longin
(1993) and JKV.
III.-DATA
Data of weekly returns of stock indexes from six industrial and four emerging Latin American
markets are obtained from Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI). The sample covers the period
8from the last week of August 1989 to the third week of April 1996. We take 1989 as our starting date
because prior to 1989 equity markets in Latin America were almost inaccesible for direct investments
by foreign investors. They were accesible primarily through country funds. The return on each market is
computed based on a value-weighted portfolio of securities that trade in that market. Since Latin
American countries have experienced high inflation and high inflation volatility, we use returns
expressed in U.S.. dollars. 
4 All indexes are constructed so as not to double count those stocks multiple-
listed on foreign stock exchanges. Stocks are selected for inclusion on the basis of liquidity and market
value.
Table 1, Panel A shows univariate statistics for the data. We note the usual high return-high
standard derivation characteristic of emerging markets. We test for normality using the Jarque-Bera
(1980) test, JB, which follows a chi-squared distribution with two degrees of freedom. Although for
both series normality is rejected by the JB, in emerging markets the rejection is stronger. 
5  This
stronger rejection arises mainly from higher kurtosis. Panel A also shows the first autocorrelation
coefficient, RHO, and Ljung-Box (1978). LB(q), autocorrelation tests. The LB  test follows a chi-
squared  distribution with q degrees of freedom. The first order autocorrelation coefficients and the LB
tests, for mean returns, for both Latin American emerging markets and industrial markets are quite
similar, and, with  the exception of  Argentina and  Mexico, there is no evidence for autocorrelation. For
4Mc Farland, Pettit and Sung (1982) argue that weekly exchange rates also follow a non-normal
stable distribution. Therefore, since the behavior of the fattest tail dominates the tail behavior of a sum
of variables, our tail stimates might capture the tail behavior of exchange rates instead of local stock
prices. We estimated the tail estimate in local currencies and the results were very similar to the results
obtained in U.S. dollars. Later, we tested if the structural reforms enacted in the Latina American
countries during our sample, affected the tail estimate. These structural reforms have had a stabilizing
influence on exchange rates. We coul not, however, reject the null hypothesis of no change after the
reforms.
5Harvey (1995b) and Claessens et al. (1995) test for normality using different tests. They reject
normality for many emerging markets.
9the squared returns, however, the LB test rejects the no autocorrelation null hypothesis in all the
markets with the exception of the U.K., Australia,6 and Canada. Latin Amercian emerging markets
tend to show even higher squared autocorrelations. In Table 1, Panel B, we analyze the impact of large
positive and negative observations in our sample by leaving out of the analysis the five largest and five
smallest observations. All the industrial markets, with the exception of Japan and Australia, pass the
JB normality test. The source of non-normalities in Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico does not seem to be
driven solely by a few extreme observations.
Tabel 2 focuses on the extreme observations in our sample. Four our purposes, extreme
observations are defined as observations which are outside of two standard derivations. Under
normality, the expected total number should be around 17. Table 2 shows that the Latin American
emerging markets tend to have a lower total number of extreme observations than the industrial
markets, although they are not statistically different. For portfolio managers, it would be useful to
know how clustered are these extreme observations. For example, a interesting question for portfolio
maangers is: once an extreme observation has happened, is the probability of observing another
extreme observation higher? Table 2 also addresses this issue. Table 2 shows the number of single
extreme observations, where a single extrem observation is defined as an extreme observation not
followed or preceded by another extreme observation in four weeks. Again, with the exception of
Germany, this number is smaller for the emerging markets than for the industrial markets.  This result
shows that the Latin American emerging markets tend to have the extreme observations more
clustered than the industrial markets. For example, in Argentina out of 18 extreme observations only
three are single extreme observations. In contrast, in the U.K.,  eleven extreme observations out of  18
6The first U.K. and second Australian squared autocorrelations are significant.
10are single extreme observations. Finally, the last eight columns of Table 2 show the two largest
returns, the 95% percentile, the 90% percentile, the two smallest returns, the 5% percentile, and the
10% percentile for each series. We find that, in absolute value, the two smallest returns tend to be
larger than the two largest returns. This behavior of the extreme observations seems to reverse faster in
emerging markets than in industrial markets, as the percentile in Table 2 show. We also find that the
two largest returns tend to be closer than the two smallest returns. Of particular relevance to investors
is the behavior of large negative returns. In the Latin American emerging markets, we find that the
second smallest return is at leat 40% larger than the minimun return. In industrial markets, however,
the second smallest return is on average 14%  larger than the minimun return. We conclude that one of
the main differences between Latin Amercian emerging markets and industrial markets is given by the
behavior of the returns on the tails of the distribution, especially on the lower tail.
Table 3 shows the correlation matrix for returns and squared returns. Panel A, shows the typical
low correlation of stock returns in emerging markets and industrial markets. The regional correlations
are on average larger than the correlations with developed markets. These low correlations are ususally
interpreted as an indication of potential benefit for international portfolio diversification. With few
exceptions, Panel B, shows consistently lower correlations for squared returns. Engle and Susmel
(1993) show that higher correlations for the squared returns than correlations for the level returns
might be indicationg the existence of common time-varying components in variance. From that
perspective, the results in Panel B show no evidence of common time-varying volatility in Latin
American emerging markets or in the industrial markets.
IV. TAIL ESTIMATES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS TO INVESTORS
IV.A  Tail estimates
Table 4 reports our estimates of the tail index of the returns’distribution. The upper tail, a+,  the
11lower tail, a_, and the common tail, a, are reported in the first, second and third columns, respectively.
Below each point estimate, we report standard errors and the number of order statistics used to
estimate the tail index, m.
The lower tail ends to be fatter (smaller) than the upper tail. This is specially true for all Latin
American emerging markets. With the exception of Mexico, the equality of both tails, however, cannot
be rejected. More important, both tails tend to be fatter for the Latin American emerging markets than
for the industrial markets. This result is true for the lower tail and common tail. We also test for the
existence of second moments. If a is significantly lower than two, the equity returns do not have
second moments. The test is a one-sided test and follows a standard normal distribution under the null
hypothesis. The null hypothesis is clearly rejected for industrial markets and for Brazil and Chile. It
cannot be rejected for Mexico and Argentina.
We calcaulate exceedence levels for different probabilities.Recall that exceedence levels are returns
that can only be achieved with a given probability. We use as probabilities for the exceedence levels
multiples of the inverse of the sample size,  n=346.  In the last three columns of Table 4 we report
these calculations. For example, focusing on Argentina, the fifth column indicates that with probability
1/346 we can observe a negative return of –46.7% . That is, in the Argentinean case, there is a 1 in 346
chance that an investor will observe a weekly return of –46.7% or less. Similarly, for Argentina, the
last column indicates that there is an almost .001 chance that an investor would experience a weekly
return of –81.1% or less. From these last three columns, we observe that the exceedence levels are
quite disperse from Latin American emerging markets, but they are quite concentrated for industrial
markets.
We want to test the structural stability of the tail estimates for Latin American equity markets.
These markets have experienced substantial deregulation and liberalization during the past six years.
We test if the tail index has changed after liberalization for Argentina and Brazil, the two markets that
12we have enough observations to do a sensible estimation. For Argentina, the tail index is 2.63 before
liberalization and 2.99 after liberalization. For Brazil, the tail index is 2.60 before liberalization and
2.80 after liberalization. Even though there is a mild decrease in the fatness of the tail, a formal test
cannot reject the equality of the indexes before and after economic reform. These results complement
previous results, using monthly data, that do not observe any significant change in volatility, see De
Santis and Imrohoroglu (1995) and Bekaert and Harvey (1995). However, they seem to contradict
Hargis (1994), who also uses weekly stock returns for the same Latin American markets. Hargis
(1994) reports a decrease in volatility after liberalization.
IV.B Safety fist portfolio diversification
In this section, we study the diversification possibilities which the Latin American emerging
markets afford a U.S. safety first investor. Assume that the U.S. investor is considering investing in a
Latin American portfolio. For simplicity, we use an equally weighted Latin American portfolio. In the
U.S., the investor can lend or borrow at the risk-free rate, r, which we take as the weekly 90-day
LIBOR.7 We construct 21 portfolios, increasing the percentage of the investment in the Latin America
portfolio from 0% to 100% by increments of 5% (for brevity we do not report all the portfolios). As
pointed out by JKV, the tail index, a, is unaffected by forming these portfolios, since the fattest tail
dominates the portfolio. In Table 5, however, we estimate all the tail indexes for all portfolios. As it
can be seen, for portfolios composed of 25%  or more of the Latin American portfolio, the lower tail
estimates are dominsted by the Latin American markets, i.e., the tail index is close to two. For
portfolios composed of 20% or less of the Latin American portfolio, the contribution of the Latin
American  markets is  too small to dominate the  .U.S. index,  and therefore,  the tail of the portfolio is
7Using a value weighted portfolio of the Latina American does not significantly change the results.
13very similar to the U.S. tail.
In order to study implications of the safety first principle for the U.S. investor, we need to
specify the parameter values of d and s. We assume that d takes on two values: .0029 (once every 6.7
years, or a 1 in 346 chance) and .0014 (a 1 in 692 chance).
8 We use two conservative values of s: .9W
and .95W. For both levels of d, the optimal investment in the Latin American portfolio is 15%, which
is a substantial reduction from the 50 % reported in the introduction.
9 The return on this risky portfolio
is .002239% a week. The exceedence levels for the safety first optimal risky portfolio are -.057 for
d=.0029 and -.072 for d = .0014. Finally, we have to determine b, which depends on s. For example,
for d = .0029 and s = .95, b= -.128W, that is, the U.S. investor will be lending at the risk free rate
12.8% of her initial wealth. The return on the total portfolio is (.872 x 1.002239) + (.128 x 1.001) =
1.00209. If  the  worst happens, the U.S. investor’s final wealth is (.872 x .943)W + (.872 x
1.002239)W = .949W, or 95 percent of the initial wealth as expected.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyze Latin American emerging markets from a different perspective. We focus
on the tails of the unconditional distribution of stock returns. We also explore the implications for
portfolio diversification of the safety first principle. First, we find that the Latin American emerging
markets have significantly fatter tails than industrial markets. This result is specially true for the lower
tail of the distribution.  Second,  we consider a simple exercise to analyze  the implication  of the
safety first principle  for a U.S. investor who wants to diversify his/her domestic portfolio using Latin
American markets. For different parameter specifications, we find that the safety first principle obtains
8We use different values for d . The results do not change substantially.
9This percentage is consistent with the caps used in several global investment funds and with the
cap used in Harvey (1994) .
14an optimal portfolio weight of 15% for all Latin American markets.
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